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Abstract. The current UDDI-based web services discovery technologies are de-
signed to discover services which can satisfy consumers’ functional require-
ments. The consumers’ non-functional requirements such as quality of services 
are largely ignored in discovery. This may lead to the problem that the services 
returned from discovery are ineffective and even useless. To solve this problem, 
this paper presents an approach to achieving QoS-based Web services discov-
ery. Data structures are proposed for both service providers and service  
consumers to describe non-functional information about services. A serial of al-
gorithms are developed for matching and ranking services according to con-
sumers’ non-functional requirements.   

1   Introduction 

Web services is an emerging technology which provides a machine to machine inter-
action over a network by using a series of standardized technologies, including 
WSDL, SOAP and UDDI [1]. Of these technologies, UDDI is designed to be interro-
gated by SOAP messages, as well as to provide an access to WSDL documents which 
describe the protocol bindings and messages [3]. With UDDI in place, the advertise-
ment, discovery, and binding of web services through the Internet can be achieved. 
IBM, SAP and Microsoft established a publicly accessible Universal Business Regis-
try (UBR) and this is recognized as a trial of the UDDI specification. However, the 
adoption rate of UDDI is still remained at a low level [1]. One of the significant rea-
sons for this stagnation is that the existing Web services discovery framework only 
supports discovery of services which functionally match with the user request. Dis-
covery with consideration of services’ non-functional features has been largely  
ignored [1].  

Services’ non-functional features can be best represented with the Quality of Ser-
vice (QoS) offered by the web services, such as price, response time, reliability, and 
so on [4]. In the real world, there may be a set of web services which offer the same 
functional features but current UDDI cannot distinguish these functionally equivalent 
services. QoS should be a key factor to differentiate the services with similar func-
tionalities [9] [6]. When a service consumer queries for such functional features, only 
those services that also satisfy the consumer’s non-functional requirements are of 
interests to this consumer [2]. Service discovery based on functional matching only 
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can lead to severe problems. For example, those services with much longer-than-
expected response time or much lower-than-expected availability may be presented to 
a service consumer as results of service discovery. Subsequently, the performance of 
the consumer application can be largely deteriorated due to the use of these services. 
For this reason, QoS-based service discovery which aims at discovering services 
which meet both functional and non-functional requirements of service consumers 
becomes critical to the wide adoption of Web services in practice. 

To address the above problem, this paper presents an approach towards QoS-based 
Web services discovery through the extension of the current UDDI service discovery 
framework. This research primarily focuses on two areas. First, this paper proposes a 
generic model to represent QoS information in service advertisements as well as QoS 
requirements in service discovery requests. Based on this model, a matching algo-
rithm and a ranking algorithm are presented. Given a service discovery request, the 
matching algorithm compares its QoS requirements with the QoS advertisements in 
the repository and locates those services with matching QoS. The ranking algorithm 
furthers ranks these discovered services to facilitate the consumers to select services.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces major re-
lated work. Then, Section 3 presents a XML-based model to represent the QoS infor-
mation, and an extension to UDDI tModel to store QoS information. In Section 4, 
QoS matching and ranking algorithms for service discovery are discussed based on 
the proposed QoS model. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper and outlines our 
future work.  

2   Related Work 

Extension of UDDI with consideration of QoS has been recognized as a key solution  
of distinguishing the web service discovery results with same functionality [1][15] 
[20]. The first step to achieving this is the active development of QoS information rep-
resentation approaches. To name a few, Mani et al [19] claimed that the major QoS 
requirements are performance, reliability, security, etc.  Ran [1] categorized the QoS 
information as three domains, namely run-time related QoS, transaction related QoS and 
security related QoS. Dobson et al [8] proposed a reusable generic QoS ontology by 
categorizing the QoS information as measurable and immeasurable. Maximilien et al [7] 
intended to develop a comprehensive QoS ontology including the description of the 
QoS relationship. Moreover, Zhou et al [6] provided a novel DAML-QoS to establish a 
three-layer QoS ontology, including profile layer, property layer and metrics layer. 
Bianchini et al [10] proposed an approach which allows users to submit their QoS re-
quirements semantically, using an ontology which categorizes the QoS attributes as 
numeric, Boolean and enumeration. Although these representation approaches are suc-
cessful in capturing QoS information from different perspectives, the flexibility of syn-
tactic QoS model is still lack and the semantic QoS model is relatively complex and 
time consuming. 

Embedding QoS information within UDDI is another important research issue. 
Adam Blum and Fred Cater [11] stated four different QoS information sorting meth-
ods by extend tModel and bindingTemplate within UDDI. D’Melloet et al [16] intro-
duced a QoS repository as a QoS broker to store and interact with QoS information. 
Similarly, Yu and Lin [17] proposed a QoS capable web service (QCWS) architecture 
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which is operated as a QoS broker to manage the interaction of QoS information be-
tween client and service provider. Furthermore, QCWS is designed have the capabil-
ity to allocated resource to the clients. 

QoS matching and ranking is the key in QoS-based service discovery. The existing 
work covers both syntactic matching and semantic matching. Yang and Huangcan 
[12] treated the QoS model as an N dimensional matrix. The priority of QoS can be 
described as the distance from the spot of the requirement to the provided spot in the 
QoS space. Wenli [15] suggested utilizing fuzzy logic to calculate a threshold value 
of QoS information. The services which are out of this threshold will not be discov-
ered. Kritikos and Plexousakis [14] proposed a matching algorithm, which transfers 
the QoS information into Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) and the matching 
progress is performed based on the consistency of the CSP. Bianchini et al [10] cate-
gorized the QoS information into three types, namely numeric, Boolean and enumera-
tion and the users’ QoS requirement of each type can be Good, Poor and Fair etc. The 
service discovery process is performed by matching those categories. Giallonardo and 
Zimeo [17] provided an ontology-based matching approach to avoid one-by-one QoS 
parameter matching failures which are caused by misunderstanding the terminology 
of QoS attributes. 

3   QoS Information Description 

This section presents a novel model to represent both service providers’ QoS advertise-
ments and service consumers’ QoS requirements. This model is generic and can easily 
be extensible to provide comprehensive and explicit description of QoS information. 

3.1   QoS Information Advertisement 

A service provider can conventionally publish its service information such as busines-
sEntity, businessService, and bindingTemplate. In order to publish its QoS capabilities, 
a service provider needs to include an entity called QoSInformation in its advertisement. 
As shown in Figure 1, the QoSinformation can contain information of one or more QoS 
attributes, each of which is described using a five-tuple, <attributeName, attributeType, 
attributeValue, attributeUnit, constraints>. 

The element attributeName represents the name of the QoS attribute, such as price, 
response time, availability, and so on. The element attributeType represents the type 
of the QoS attribute. In this research, three types of QoS attributes are introduced, 
including Numeric QoS attribute, Boolean QoS attribute, and Enumeration QoS at-
tribute. In the matching process, the different algorithm will be invoked according to 
the type of attribute. The element attributeUnit defines the measurement units of the 
QoS attribute. For example, the attributeUnit of the attribute price can be DOLLAR 
and the attributeUnit of the attribute response time can be DAY or HOUR. The ele-
ment attributeValue, represented in different forms according to the type of the QoS 
attribute, defines the advertised value of the QoS attribute. For Numeric QoS attrib-
ute, two numeric values describe the value range of this attribute as an interval. For 
Boolean QoS attribute, the attributeValue can be either TRUE or FALSE. For Enu-
meration QoS attribute, the attributeValue is a discrete value set. The element con-
straint allows service providers to publish the constraints of their services, such as the 
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server maintenance time, upgrade information, price adjustment and so on. The fol-
lowing sample advertisement <execution time, numeric, [0, 3], hour, (between 9am 
and 5pm, Monday to Friday)> describes a service provider’s QoS promises on attrib-
ute execution time. From this advertisement, it is clear that the execution time of this 
service is no more than 3 hours between 9am and 5pm, Monday to Friday.  

0..1

0..*

businessEntity
businessService
bindingTemplate
tModel

attributeName
attributeType
attributeUnit
attributeValue
declaration

Service Advertisement with
QoS

QoS Attribute

qosInformation

 

Fig. 1. Structure of QoS Advertisement 

3.2   Storage of QoS information 

Service providers’ QoS information needs to be embedded in the current UDDI frame-
work for it to be used in discovery. To achieve this, a new tModel called QoS Informa-
tion tModel is created, as depicted in Figure 2. The element overviewURL of this tModel 
is referred to an external file which stores all the QoS information about this service. 
Such an approach requires minimum modification to the current UDDI data structure. 
The external file can be hosted by a third party or even by the service provider.  

 

Fig. 2. QoS Information tModel 

3.3   QoS Requirement 

In order for a service consumer to discover “right” services, the service discovery 
request should contain information to represent the QoS requirements of the service 
consumer, in addition to functional requirements. As shown in Figure 3, a service 
consumer can include requirements on one or more QoS attributes in the service dis-
covery request. The requirement on a QoS attribute can either be compulsory or op-
tional, which will be treated differently in matching and ranking.  
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Fig. 3. Structure of QoS requirement 

A compulsory requirement attribute is described by the following eight-tuple: 

 <attributeName, attributeType, attributeValue, attributeUnit, constraint, weight, 
direction, relationship>  

The first four elements are of the same meanings as those discussed in Section 3.1. 
The element constraint which can be either belongTo or notBelongTo is introduced to 
illustrate the restriction of the attributeValue. For instance, assuming that a user does not 
need a service between 1pm to 3pm, this requirement can be described by this model, 
using an interval [1, 3] and a constraint value notBelongTo. The element weight indi-
cates the importance of this attribute to the service consumer. The value of weight 
should be a number between 0 and 1 and it should be assigned by the consumer. This 
attribute is introduced to rank the services in the ranking process. The element direction 
only used to describe numeric attributes to show the expected tendency of the attribute. 
The positive direction means that user expects an increasing trend of this numeric attrib-
ute, whereas negative shows that user expects a decreasing trend of this attribute. Both 
weight and direction are used in the ranking algorithm discussed in Section 4 to com-
pare discovered services. Finally, the element relationship is used to describe the com-
plex requirements on the relationship of two QoS attributes. 

The relationships between attributes are used to trade-off or negotiate with the ser-
vice discovery system. This paper only provides a way to describe the relationship 
between two compulsory attributes. In a statement of a relationship, the related two 
attributes are treated as piecewise function. The value of the dependent attribute is 
contingent on the independent attribute. Furthermore, the omission of independentAt-
tributeName and independentAttributeType is because these two attributes map with  
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Fig. 4. A Sample of QoS Requirement 

 

the content of the attributeName and attributeType which are located in the description 
of the attribute. Similarly, it is not necessary to reclaim the dependentAttributeType 
because it is mapped to the attribute according to the dependentAttributeName.    

3.4   A Sample of QoS Requirement 

In this section, the data structure of the proposed QoS requirement is realized by a 
XML document. In the sample shown in Figure 4, the user has two compulsory re-
quirements about availability and resolution and an optional requirement about  
encryption. Moreover, the requirement includes a relationship between availability  
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and resolution, namely while the availability more than 99.99 percent and less than 
99.9999percent then the resolution can be 600 800. 

4   Matching and Ranking Algorithms 

The matching algorithm is to locate the services with matching QoS information, 
whereas ranking algorithm is in charge of present them to a consumer in an order that 
may best reflect the consumer’ interests. 

4.1   Matching Algorithm 

Given a service request R  which contains compulsory requirements on n  QoS at-

tributes 1A , 2A ,… nA , the objective of the matching algorithm is to select, among 

those services that provide the required functions of R , services that satisfy these 
QoS requirements. The strategy is to examine these requirements one by one to obtain 

service sets 1S , 2S ,… nS  which represent the set of services that satisfy n  compul-

sory QoS requirements, respectively. For a compulsory requirement on a numeric 
type attribute, the upper bound and lower bound of the interval will be compared 
between the requirement and the advertisement respectively. If the upper bound of the 
requested interval is larger than the upper bound of published interval and the lower 
bound of requested interval is smaller than the lower bound of published interval then 
this service should be selected, otherwise this service should be discarded. For a com-
pulsory requirement on a Boolean type attribute, if the value of a requested Boolean 
attribute matches with the published Boolean attribute then this service should be 
selected, otherwise, the service should be discarded. For a compulsory requirement on 

an enumeration type attribute, if the published enumeration attribute set pE is a subset 

of the request attribute set RE , then the service should be selected, otherwise, the 

service should be discarded. Finally, the result of the matching service set S is calcu-
lated by the following equation. 

I
n

i
iSS

1=

=                                                                (1) 

The Detailed Matching Algorithm Is Shown in Figure 5. 

Using symbol 
iRS  to represent the service set that satisfies the relationship statements 

of the attribute 1A ; whereas CS  indicates the service set that satisfies the constraint 

statement of this attribute. The service set 1S  should be the union of 
1RS  and

1CS . If 

there are multiple relationships, the formula can be summarized as follows: 

UU C

n

i

Ri SSS
i
)(

1=

=                                                         (2) 
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Fig. 5. Pseudocode of Matching Algorithm 

Thus, combining formulas (1) and (2), the final matching formula becomes: 
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1 1
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n
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C

n
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i
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=                                               (3) 

4.2   Ranking Algorithm 

If the matching algorithm returns more than one matched service, it is a desirable 
feature to rank these services in an order that best represents the consumer’s prefer-
ence. The ranking measures the “goodness” of the matched services and makes rec-
ommendation to the consumers according to their needs.  

The ranking algorithm takes both the compulsory and optional QoS requirements 
into consideration. In order to compute the preference of users, QoS metrics are intro-
duced in this approach. Firstly, all of the published QoS attributes of service p  are 

modeled as a vector },...,,{ ,2,1, npppp AAAA =  ( n is the number of attributes) Sec-

ondly, the QoS requirements in the service request can be modeled as a n-dimension 

binary vector as well, namely, ( ) ( ) ( )( )nnr wAwAwAA ,,...,,,, 2211= , 

where ]1,0[

1

,1 ∈

=

=∑ i

n

i

i ww . iw is the weight of the attribute i which is normally given 

by the service consumer. Thirdly, a distance ),( rp AAdis between the requested 
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vector rA  and the published vector pA  could be calculated. It is believed that a ser-

vice that is more close to the requirements would satisfy the consumer better. 
Based on the above, the situation that there is m services that each contains n  QoS 

attributes can be modeled as an m×n matrix Q  : 

nmmm

n

n

AAA

AAA

AAA

Q

,2,1,

,22,21,2

,12,11,1

...

............

...

...

=  

Then, the normalization process should be applied. This process is conducted ac-
cording the value of direction as well. Each element in the Q  matrix should be nor-

malized into the interval [0, 1]. If the direction is positive, then the formula (4) will be 
used to normalize. In contrast, if the direction is negative, the formula (5) will be 
used. 
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=  ( i = 1, 2,… m); (k = 1, 2,… n)    (4) 
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=  (i = 1, 2,… m); (k = 1, 2, … n)     (5) 

After that, matrix Q  should be merged with the requirement vector rA  to get a 

(m+1) ×n matrix Z . 

nmmm

n

n

rrr

AAA
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AAA
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Z

n

,2,1,
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............

...

...
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21

=  

The requirement vector rA  should be optimized in order to indicate a QoS destina-

tion in the QoS space, namely all of the attributes of requirement adopt the best value. 
Rather, Direction represents the user preference tendency, the optimized numeric 
value should be the biggest or the smallest accordingly. For the Boolean and enu-
meration type attributes, the optimized value should be 1 which is used to indicate the 
meaning of “true”. 

Finally, using the formula (6) to calculate the distance between pA and rA .  

∑
=

−=
m

i
rjirp j

AAWAAdis
1

2
, )(),(                                   (6) 
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Comparing the distance ),( rp AAdis , the ranking list can be generated. If the re-

quested optional QoS attribute is absent within the register service then set the dis-
tance as 1. 

5   Conclusion and Future Work 

The lack of consideration of non-functional requirements in service discovery may 
lead to the problem that the retrieved services cannot guarantee the quality of the 
services. This paper made an important step towards fully functional QoS-based ser-
vice discovery by proposing a novel approach to extending UDDI with consideration 
of QoS, including QoS information description, QoS information storage and QoS 
information discovery. More specifically, this paper has established a XML data 
structure to represent QoS information of both service providers and service consum-
ers. A QoS information tModel has been introduced to reference these QoS informa-
tion documents. In addition, a QoS matching algorithm and a QoS ranking algorithm 
have been presented to make use of the QoS information in service discovery. 

In the future, further research work will be carried out in QoS-based service dis-
covery. The priority will be given to an implementation of the proposed approach for 
the purpose of proof-of-concept. Based on this implementation, accuracy and effi-
ciency of the matching and ranking algorithms will be evaluated, followed by im-
provement. In addition, validation of service consumers’ discovery request to ensure 
the consistency between QoS requirements will be investigated.  
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